MANCA 2015
LEG 1 - MAY BENALMADENA TO MOROCCO AND RETURN
After a month of preparations Manca was ready for a new season of sailing always weather
permitting. May can have a mixture of hot sunny days some blustery winds and the occasional days
of fog. The Levante or East wind can produce a mixture of warm wind over the cold current for the
Atlantic.
The crew was interested in a slow relaxing cruise along the Costa del Sol then crossing the Gibraltar
Strait to Ceuta and on to Morocco. There would also be time for some short land trips to Mijas,
Rondo, Cadiz Tangier, Tetouan Chefchouan and Gibraltar. If the weather turned bad we could easily
arrange these short excursions into some wonderful parts of Andalucía and Morocco.
While seafarers were always looking for good omens we were lucky enough to have a rainbow at the
end of this little voyage.
The flags are hoisted and we are ready to go…
Ozzie flag for Ozzie guests

Fuengirola wisteria with a carrousel
behind

Fuengirola
Our first sail was very short to Fuengirola. A shake down! Wandering around Fuengirola is delightful.
This wisteria seemed to be a late bloomer. From Fuengirola it is an easy walk to the bus up the
mountain side to Rondo.(Described in another 2015 blogs).

Bajadilla
Bajadilla has a great fishing fleet. The gulls follow the boats back to port where there is often a feast
of scraps waiting for them. Great for the gulls but the marina staff have to hire a falconer to chase
the gulls away from the yachts. Great for the falconer’s business!
Falconer discusses business with
marina staff.

Falconer with her working bird

Feeding frenzy for the gulls after the
fish boats return

We often cook great meals on Manca.
Lamb shanks go really well in the
pressure cooker. Only problem they
were too big to fit! Your trusty skipper
raided the tool box and soon found the
right tools for the job!

Bajadilla fisher’s cottage beside the
harbor with tiled exterior.

Days in May can be hot and sunny but
the beaches are not yet busy.

Marbella
Marbella is a short stroll along the “paseo” from Bajadilla. No need to move the yacht one mille to a
more expensive marina.

There are many fiestas along the coast
during the long summer season

Salvador Dali is honored with a permanent
exhibition of about 10 large sculptures. Boy rides
dolphin. We will see many dolphins while
crossing the Strait of Gibraltar.

Bright spring snap dragons

Tiled park seat. We will later see a
similar style in Morocco only much
older in Tangier

The tapas bars are a great part of the
local tradition

Marbella couple stroll past the tapas bars by the beach.

Houses decorated for a recent festival.

Old Marbella Centrum has preserved some of the beautiful old
streets

Great seafood in most of the villages

Beautiful bougainvilleas adorn Calle
Jon.

Estepona
Estepona is a great fishing village with super cheringitos (beach cafes with wood fire grills) and clean
beaches. It is a relaxed small town with all supplies one block from the dock. The dockside is lined
with great restaurants and bars just fifty metres from your yacht. On this sail we found an Italian
restaurant with real homemade pasta. Their house special is a braised pork loin with a grape
reduction.
Estepona beaches are groomed every
day and very clean. Here the diggers are
"mining" sand from long shore drift
sand built up over the winter and taking
it to an west beach that has been
eroded.

Estepona beaches are very clean.

We were all set to sail the next day but we woke to a little surprise: FOG!

Sunbathers catching a few filtered rays
in the fog. Safe to sun bathe but not to
sail off into the freighter traffic.

The boys enjoy some foggy football on
the beach.

Sotogrande
After the fog cleared we were easily able to sail to Sotogrande. The next morning brought a pleasant
surprise: an antique car rally beside the dock!
Sotogrande car rally. I think they were
from Gibraltar

The beautiful face of a Morris Cowley

A baby Austin with very crunchy gears.

Sotogrande marina has lots of space.
The Rock of Gibraltar is behind. Kite
surfers in the middle distance.

Manca snug in the foreground. Check in
tower on the right.

A bit of a blow is coming from the east. It can get very rough out there so we decide to take the next
day on a land cruise to Cadiz. (The photos on a separate 2015 Blog). But we have time for a Great
Sotogrande Manca Salad.

Super Sotogrande Manca Salad

The following day the forecast was down. Sailors must be very wary of crossing the Gibraltar Strait.
Last year a forecast of 10 knots was often more like to be 30 knots. This day turned out to be no
exception.
We left in a gentle 10K and arrived at Ceuta in steady 30+ with gusts to 40 right near the outer
breakwater. The forecasters say this is one of the most difficult areas to forecast.
We enjoyed an exciting sail with the added excitement of leaping dolphins galore!

The dolphins always come to see if you
are all OK

The dolphins often stop their fish hunt
to jump around the yacht in a friendly
welcome! Almost every time we cross
the Strait we see some of them.
Probably depends on the tides as well.

Dolphins near Gibraltar

Ceuta
Arriving at Ceuta was a bit of a nerve wracker… (the spell checker wants me to insert “wrecker”)… for
your trusty skipper. Strong, gusting, cross winds in a small harbor makes it difficult to handle a 45
footer. Without the assistance of the mariner on the dock it is difficult to get lines ashore. It took
early an hour before assistance arrived and we were finally safely docked without any expensive
crunching sounds.
Ceuta has a wonderful tapas bar in the Mercado. At lunch time you have a great feast of fresh fish
tapas and some small cold canas (half beers) - all for almost free! Wonderful family bar located a few
steps from the fish market!
For sailors who like a quality G&T Ceuta also has some of the best Bombay Sapphire at the Ferry
terminal for only 11.89 Euros. If you can beat the price call me right away. Ceuta also has a well

stocked Lidl where you can stock up on some goods you can’t find too easily in Morocco. Ceuta is
almost tax free.
On two occasions now I have seen Russian warships in the large outer harbor. One of these was a
submarine chaser. I was told that they come in for water and cheap fuel. The sickly looking crew
headed straight for MacDonald’s for food on their short shore leave. I also read in a local Spanish
paper that the British denied having a submarine based in Gibraltar. This was interesting as we saw a
very large black one on arrival in Gibraltar.
After a refreshing swim in the wonderful expansive pool beside the Hercules Marina we sail out in a
gentler breeze than on arrival for the shot 12 mile hop to Morocco’s Marina Smir.

Morocco Marina Smir
I must remember to tell about an enchanting incident at the end of this chapter. There is another
one just happened while I am writing this at the train station in Tangier. Marina Smir is a dream for
docking. It has an arrival dock with three approaches and wide open water for maneuvering. My cap
off to the designers!
Suddenly you are in Africa! Morocco!

Time after arrival at Smir for another
pecial Manca salad. aprese with buffo
mozza, beetroot salad with garlic and
nuts with a sweet balsamic reduction.

Chefchouan
You take the road from Marina Smir east along the coast to the little fishing village of M”Diq. Then
you head inland for about 20 minutes to an ancient trading town of Tetouan. Then you strike out for
the very impressive Riff Mountains. Finally, about an hour later, leaving the main valley highway, you
climb a steep mountainside to arrive at the ancient 11century Kasbah of Chefchouan. The mountain
and valley drive is plenty for a great day out. But the little old town, with the wonderful vistas and
enchanting pastel blues, more than deserves its reputation as a Mecca for shutter bugs and happy
tourists. In May there are few tourists so it is easy to stroll around.

Looking east to Tetouan with wild May flowers in the
foreground

The coastal Riff lowlands and one of
many dams under construction.

Two Moroccan women

Local cafe painting of Berber women
gathering mussels by the sea. The
Berbers seem to be very hard working
tribes.

Riff Mountain view and spring flowers

Part of old city wall at entrance to Chefchouan.

The elders of Chefchouan meet outside the
Kasbah gate.

If you climb to the balcony of the
Aladdin cafe you are rewarded with
sweeping vistas of the Blue City.

From Aladdin Cafe you can almost see
into the Kasbah

The minaret is an unusual octagonal design.

View from Aladdin Cafe window

Aladdin Cafe fireplace.

Aladdin Cafe interior of three floors

Un-tethered donkey waits obediently for
its next load. They are still the best
method on the narrow uneven streets.

Mother and child check out the
handmade mirrors for sale.

Local woman with rounds of yummy local bread.

Young by spots the camera while mom visits a street
neighbor.

Blues and reds in the winding streets.

Blue street with coloured pots and
spring vine leaves

Berber hats and hand woven carpet

Women wind their way through the
uneven streets

Hand woven rugs

Two cats wait for their waiter.

Oh great here he comes with the menu!
Maybe mouse soup for me!

Cat under mandarin tree

On the return ride down the mountain to
the sea the easterly wind brings strange
clouds rolling over the Riffs like a great
ocean wave. The Table Mountain in
Cape Town and the Rock of Gibraltar
experience the same clouds.

Tetouan
Tetouan is an ancient walled city. The souk (market) inside the walls always surprises with the variety
of fresh produce. This visit I also discovered with the help of a young Ozzie mid wife where to find a
great wine or beer.

This fellow was making ID cards with
the use of an old washing machine
roller as the prnter.

For once I nervously took my crew
through the souks winding maze of
streets .My plan like the little red riding
hood was to drop beads along the way
so I could find my way out. The "beads"
were photos of each turn and street! It
worked but we only saw see a small
section of the souk. It pays to get a
professional guide. Finding a good one
is a bit of a task.

However you can stumble into some amazing sights!
Not for the squeamish or the vegans.
Sorry! However I was bought up on a
farm and I am sure at the ripe old age of
six or so my mother sent me off to pluck
the odd rooster or two for dinner.

These escargot have escaped form their
box which was left right under the Bab
Tut (gate)

IF YOU DON’T WANT TO OPEN THE NEXT PHOTO CLOSE YOUR EYES AND SCROLL DOWN TO THE
NEXT!
No puppy dogs tails here, just snails

Our guide in Fez told me had been lost
in the median at least twice. Her in
Tetouan some of the narrow streets are
colored so you can find you way home.
Almost a rainbow at the end of your
street in this example.

Beautiful stair way of El Reducto rhiad.
What a find! It also serves a great Flag
beer!

On return to Manca a tasty fresh
seasonal fruit salad from Tetouan
market.

Tangier
From your yacht in Marina Smir you can make it to Tangier in about 1 hour 20 minutes. It is an easy
ride. The roads are good and uncongested.

Tangier hosts many cultural events

The massive port redevelopment has
seen much progress in one year. When
completed there will be a very large
small craft Marina and extensive
shipping and ferry port.

Skyline looking across the medina.

Silk threads in the niche used for
spinning thread with a small electric
drill

Detail of painted plaster Hotel
Continental Tangier a great stop for
coffee or overnight.

The Kasbah Museum Tangier

Canon in Museum

Garden seat inside Kasbah walls.

Carved and painted wood ceiling inside
Kasbah Museum.

Roman mosaic which I think was taken
from Volubilis.

Doorway of Kasbah Museum

Happy craft worker uses small scraps to
create miniatures.

Young woman enjoys meeting a new
camel friend on the wide sweeping
Tangier north beach.

Not impossible to find a beer in Tetouan
. This traditional cafe also served great
fish!

Return to Benalmadena Spain
After checking out of Marina Smir and getting the passport stamped we were just about to leave the
harbor when the delightful mariner Teric waved from the dock. He was waving a bottle of shampoo
one of the crew had left in the shower. However, we were underway in a narrow dredged channel
and difficult to turn back. Just at that moment a fisherman puttered by. Teric tossed the bottle. The
fisherman caught the bottle and then turned to catch us and pass the bottle up to Manca.

Crossing the Strait we had great winds
and company.

One of the joys of yacht ownership!
Repairing the heads. Oh what fun.

Manca and crew safely back in
Benalmadena. We are delighted to see a
rainbow over the bow!

Yours truly has to scurry for the next adventure. Four Tasmanians are arriving soon.
Terry
Finally completed on Manca in Marina Smir, in the train station at Tangier while waiting for six hours,
on the train to Marrakesh and beside the pool in the hotel in Marrakesh.
June 30, 2015

